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Free Sample

Blackline Masters for Teachers

written and illustrated by

Sandy Baker
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The following
samples have been
selected from across the
entirety of the DoodleLoops series of
workbooks. Please feel free to pick and
choose the ones that appeal to you most, and
then check out more at our website,
www.DoodleLoops.com!
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Terms of Use:
1.

All pages included in this product are copyrighted. You may not create any products
to sell based off of the ideas and pages in this product.

2.

This sample packet is for anyone and everyone. Please feel free to duplicate it and
share it with friends, family, colleagues or anyone else. If you like it, we invite you
to visit DoodleLoops.com to browse and purchase full DoodleLoops books and
bundles!

3.

You may share the cover image of this product on your blog, Instagram, Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest or other form of social media, as long as you provide a link back to
DoodleLoops.com.

To view all books in the DoodleLoops series, please visit www.DoodleLoops.com
For bulk purchases of DoodleLoops books or any other inquiries, please contact us at
info@doodleloops.com

Copyright © 2016, Sandy Baker
Special thanks to Erin Cobb (cover artwork), Jennifer Jones (cover fonts), and
Jon Rappoport (contributing editor).
The purchase of this book entitles the buyer to reproduce student activity pages for
classroom use only. Any other use requires written permission from the publisher.
All rights reserved. Printed in the United States.
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Ignition for Cognition:
A Word About DoodleLoops
The DoodleLoops included in this free sample are unique learning tools.
They stimulate creative thinking, promote divergent thinking, broaden
children’s perceptions and naturally lead into the writing process.
DoodleLoops provide a shape, a set of directions or a simple thoughtprovoking illustration that naturally inspires children to use their
imaginations to complete a drawing and write about it.
DoodleLoops can be used to teach a multitude of skills, from creative
expression through drawing activities to storytelling, creative writing,
language arts skills (including phonics and spelling), literature, feelings
and emotions and so much more! They can be used with almost any
area of your children’s school curriculum to reinforce, teach, expand
upon or assess a multitude of skills. DoodleLoops involve little or no
preparation and offer incredible results! They can be used at home to
build and reinforce your child’s skills or for home-schooling. Above all,
10"

DoodleLoops are designed to empower your children with the joy of
 Sandy Baker

learning to create and creating to learn.
Please give them a try, and let us know what you think! E-mail us at
info@doodleloops.com with your feedback, questions, success
stories, or even your wishes for new subjects and skills you’d like
to see given the DoodleLoops treatment!
Thanks so much, and enjoy! - Sandy
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We’ve recently put the finishing touches on a complete Second Edition of the full DoodleLoops
series, including some new titles across four clear and color-coded categories. You can review and
purchase all 10 titles in paperback form or as immediate digital downloads from our new website,
www.doodleloops.com, and also find all the books on popular online booksellers such as Amazon,

Language ARts Skills (L)

Emotional Development (E)

Drawing & Writing (D)

Reading & Literature (R)

Barnes & Noble and Books-a-Million.

We also welcome you to become part of our growing DoodleLoops community! Please sign up for
our mailing list at the website, submit your DoodleLoops to our Galleries and monthly Contests (also
coming soon), provide feedback, ask a question, or simply say, “Hello!” We’d love to hear from you.
E-mail us at info@doodleloops.com
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Sample

From Book 1, Draw to Write:
An Introduction to DoodleLoops (130 pages)
Take a shape and turn it into something amazing! Ask your children to use their
imagination to create their own unique illustrations. They should turn their DoodleLoops
page in any direction; add details; fill in the entire page, using lots of colors if possible;
and then write about it. Your children’s writing may vary from simple words and phrases
to elaborate and detailed stories, depending on their ability levels. Encourage your
kids to take their time, work neatly and freely express their creativity. Then, ask your
children to share their DoodleLoops with you, and discuss them together!

Original shape
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From Draw to Write: An Introduction to DoodleLoops

10"
 Sandy Baker
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Sample

From Book 2, Super Draw to Write (136 pages)
Ask your children to complete a picture based on what they infer from the image shown
on each DoodleLoops Super Draw to Write page and then write about it. Encourage
them to work slowly and carefully, adding lots of details to their pictures and stories
and to be creative! Your children’s writing may vary from simple words and phrases to
elaborate and detailed stories, depending on their ability levels.
DoodleLoops Super Draw to Write can be used to teach a wide variety of writing skills,
to promote research, to stimulate creative thinking skills, and so much more. They are
designed to relate to all areas of your children’s school curriculum or home schooling
regimen and can easily supplement daily, weekly and monthly learning themes. The
possibilities are endless!
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From Super Draw to Write - MLK Day

10"
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What is his dream? Finish the picture, and write all about it!
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Sample

From Book 3, Writing (132 pages)
The stimulating, thought=provoking illustrations included in DoodleLoops Writing
naturally lead your children into a world of creative writing. Ask your children to color
the illustrations if they would like to and then add details of their own to the pictures.
Then, ask them to write about their pictures! Your children’s writing may vary from
simple words and phrases to elaborate and detailed stories, depending on their ability
levels.
For home-schoolers, DoodleLoops Writing affords you the opportunity to teach
sentence structure, the elements of a story, use of descriptive words, spelling skills,
punctuation and so much more. Above all, DoodleLoops stimulate the joy of learning
to create and creating to learn. What a sense of accomplishment you’ll feel as your
children’s writing skills grow dramatically over time!
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From Writing

Who Am I?
10"
 Sandy Baker
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Sample

From Book 4, About Me (140 pages)
These unique and stimulating DoodleLoops give your children the opportunity to
create their own personal books about themselves. The creative, imagination-inspiring
pages entice children to discover the joys of language and artistic expression, while
enhancing their self-esteem. Children write about themselves, their families, school,
country and more. Teachers’ pages are included with Discussion Topics, Activities
and Related Literature for each page.
Watch your children’s self-esteem grow as they discover aspects of their unique
interests and personalities. Encourage them to take their time, fill the page as much as
possible and add details and colors to their illustrations.

DoodleLoops
About Me
This is a special
book about a very
special person!

By:
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From About Me
What qualities
do you admire in
a person?

My Idol
Below is a picture of someone I look up
to and admire very much.

l have
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I admire this person, because
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Sample

From Book 5, Feelings and Emotions (130 pages)
These unique and stimulating DoodleLoops give children the opportunity to get in
touch with their feelings and emotions and express them through their own pictures
and writing.
Ask your children to infer what is happening from the partial pictures and captions
provided on the DoodleLoops Feelings and Emotions pages and then complete the
drawings as they wish. Encourage them to take their time, fill the page as much as
possible and add details and colors to their illustrations. After that, they should be
encouraged to write as much as they wish about their drawings, both on the page itself
as well as the extra lined pages provided.
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From Feelings and Emotions

10"
 Sandy Baker

Why am I so excited?
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Sample

From Book 6, Letters and Numbers (132 pages)
Take a letter or a number, and turn it into something amazing! Ask your children to use
their imaginations to create their own unique illustrations as they learn and practice
their alphabet and number recognition. They should turn their DoodleLoops Letters
and Numbers page in any direction; add details; fill in the entire page, using lots of
colors; and be as creative as possible. As the children create their own drawings, you
may wish to suggest that they include pictures of words that contain the letter shown
on the page, or pictures of things that represent the number shown. After that, ask
them to write about their drawings. Your children’s writing may vary from simple words
and phrases to elaborate and detailed stories, depending on their ability levels.
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From Letters and Numbers

10"
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Sample

From Book 7, Phonics (138 pages)
DoodleLoops Phonics offers a meaningful and stimulating way to both introduce and
practice phonics skills. Each page features a short description of characters and/or
scenes which your children should be asked to illustrate. Each DoodleLoops Phonics
page emphasizes a specific phonics skill (such as short vowels, long vowels, blends,
digraphs and compound words). Each skill emphasized is noted at the bottom of the
page. Remind your children to read all the directions before creating their illustrations
and to take time with their drawings, add details, and be as creative as they can be!
After completing their illustrations, ask your children to write about them.
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From Phonics

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I am a man.
I am sad.
I have a black hat.
I have a tan cat.
My cat has a mask.
My cat has a flag.

10"
 Sandy Baker

Focus: Short A
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Sample

From Book 8, Spelling (150 pages)
DoodleLoops Spelling offers a meaningful and stimulating way to introduce or practice
words families - words with similar sounds and letter patterns. Writing and reading
about such words is an effective way to teach or review spelling skills. Each spelling
family is presented on two consecutive DoodleLoops pages. On the first page, ask your
children to fill in the letters to complete all the words in a word family house. Then,
ask them to identify pictures by correctly spelling the word that describes each picture
outside of the house. On the second page, ask them to follow a series of directions
and complete drawings based on those directions. One or more of the words in the
word family is included in each sentence of the directions. After completing their
drawings, ask your children to write about them on the lined pages provided.
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From Spelling

Fill in the missing letters in the “ad” family.
Then label the pictures.

Br __ __ is gl __ __.

 Sandy Baker

b __ __
Br __ __
d __ __
f __ __
gl __ __
h __ __

D __ __ is s __ __.
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l __ __
m __ __
p __ __
s __ __
T __ __

10"

T __ __ is m __ __.
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From Spelling

Fill in the missing letters.
You can find them in the house. Then draw!

1. I am a d __ __.

THE
ad
FAMILY

2. I am with my kids,
T __ __ and Br __ __.
3. T __ __ is s __ __.
4. Br __ __ is m __ __.
5. I h __ __ a b __ __ day!

bad
Brad
Dad
fad

glad
had
lad
mad

10"
 Sandy Baker
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pad
sad
Tad

10"
 Sandy Baker
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Sample

From Book 9, Sequencing (144 pages)
DoodleLoops Sequencing helps to develop your children’s ability to sequence a series of
events into story form. Ask them to cut out a series of pictures as shown on each page.
Then, have them tape or glue each picture onto a separate piece of paper, putting the
pictures/pages in sequential order and writing about them! It’s recommended that you
have your children create a cover page and staple their books together. This process
will encourage and guide them to create stories with a good beginning, middle and end.
Emphasize that they should add details to their drawings on each page and that they
work slowly and carefully. Also encourage them to add details to their writing and
create interesting, creative stories. DoodleLoops Sequencing are designed to enhance
communication, organization, reading, writing, spelling skills and more!
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From Sequencing
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 Sandy Baker
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Sample

From Book 10, Literature
On each page of DoodleLoops Literature is a suggested book to be read by or to
your children. Also on each page is a written response to that book. After your
children have read or heard the book, encourage them to complete the illustration,
working slowly and carefully, adding lots of details, using color if desired, filling the
page and using their creativity. Then ask them to write about their illustration. Your
expectations for your children’s written work will vary according to their ability levels.
DoodleLoops Literature will enhance their appreciation and understanding of fine
children’s literature and will give them the opportunity to improve writing skills and
creative thinking skills. All suggested books are classics (many of them award-winning)
and are highly recommended for your children.
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From Literature

10"
 Sandy Baker

Ira Sleeps Over by Bernard Waber
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From Literature
Plan your own sleepover. Whose house would you sleep at? Is anyone else
invited? What would you do there? What snacks would you eat, and what
games would you play? What time would you go to bed? Write all about it!

10"
 Sandy Baker
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We hope you enjoyed this free DoodleLoops sample.
It is just a small selection of the unique and
exciting interactive learning tools designed and
available to you and your children for strengthening
reading and language arts skills, enhancing social
and emotional growth and promoting creativity.
With DoodleLoops, your children will be inspired to
learn, explore and improve their skills through this
engaging and dynamic approach to education, both
at home and at school.
We call it Ignition for Cognition. By combining creativity, drawing and
expressive language skills, learning becomes exciting and fun!
10"
 Sandy Baker

Every DoodleLoops experience empowers children with the Joy of
Learning to Create and Creating to Learn.
Please check out the full DoodleLoops library currently available at
our website, www.DoodleLoops.com, where you can purchase both
immediate digital downloads (PDF) and paperback versions shipped
directly to you.
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